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What’s new 

Protect share link with password 

We are excited to announce the release of a much requested feature: the addition of password 

protection to our share links feature. With this update, users now have the ability to set a 

password for their shared links, ensuring that only authorised individuals can access the shared 

content. 

Here's how it works: 

• When creating a share link, select the "Set a password" option and enter the desired 

password (see screenshot below). 

• Share the password - via chat, email or other - with anyone who needs access to the 

shared clips 

• The password will be required before someone can access the shared content (see 

screenshot below). 

This update will help you keep your shared clips secure and protected, giving you peace of mind 

that your content is only being seen by the people you intend to share it with. 

 



Allow Change Plan 

Following up on our first boarding release of 8 November, we are adding the ability for our users 

to change their subscription plan at any time. This new feature allows you to easily upgrade your 

plan based on your evolving needs, giving you the flexibility to choose the best plan for you. 

Here's how it works: 

• Log into your account and navigate to the account settings page. 

• Under the usage section, select “Change plan” option under the Subscriptions actions 

dropdown and select the plan you would like to switch to. 

• Confirm the change and enjoy your updated plan. 

This update will give you more control over your subscription, allowing you to select the best 

plan for your needs at any time. 

 
  



Adobe Panel 

We are releasing a beta version of a new Adobe Premiere panel that integrates Limecraft's 

transcription, translation, and subtitling features. This new panel allows video editors to access 

Limecraft's powerful tools directly from within Adobe Premiere, streamlining the workflow and 

saving time. 

Here's what you can expect with this integration: 

• Upload your media or rendered timeline directly from Adobe Panel to Limecraft.  

• Access to Limecraft's advanced transcription, translation, and subtitling capabilities. 

• The ability to quickly search for and select transcriptions, translations, and subtitles 

directly from the Adobe Premiere panel. 

• The ability to import generated subtitles directly from the Adobe Premiere panel to your 

timeline. 

This integration is designed to make video editing workflows more efficient, saving you time 

and reducing the need to switch between multiple applications. With this integration, video 

editors can now access Limecraft's advanced tools directly from within Adobe Premiere, 

enhancing their overall experience. 

We believe that this integration will greatly benefit video editors who rely on Adobe Premiere 

and will start boarding customers into our beta program soon.  

 

  



Improvements 

• Improve parsing EDL's with transformations 

• Smarter upload chunking: the chunk size has been made dynamically based on the 

current upload speed 

• Added new API calls for controlling password links 

• Re-activated support for language locales on the Limecraft transcription engine 

o British English 

o US English 

o Australian English 

o Simplified Mandarin 

o Traditional Mandarin 

• Limecraft Flow’s transcoding has received updated components for better robustness in 

dealing with audiovisual inputs with inconsistent audio and video packet timings. 

Bug fixes 

• Browsing set of clips on files&material tab keeps loading 

• Wrong number of tracks in Adobe Premiere 

• Very slow transfer speeds to Azure 

• workflow overview: show dialog fails 

• Ingest slots are set to empty 

• Watchfolder keeps trying to watch files that are gone. 

• Windows volume name with illegal characters 
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